Tripod Lite Series
Ultra-Light Tripod Projection Screen
USER’S GUIDE

Thank you for choosing the Tripod Lite portable projection screen! Please read this user guide before utilizing the
screen. Correct usage and maintenance will ensure a long product life.
Hanging Loops
Support Hooks

Top Support Bar

Top Locking Wing
Screen Material
Middle Locking Wing
Bottom Support Bar

Vertical Extension Bar
Tripod Junction
Bottom Locking wing

Tripod Support Legs

Center Spike

Care & Use Instructions
◆ Dust, dirt and scratches on the projection surface will affect the picture quality, please take note of the points
below to prevent that from occurring:
1. Do not touch the projection surface with your hands
2. Do not write or draw on the projection surface
3. Do not use fingers or sharp objects to point on the projection surface; this will damage the screen material.
4. Use a soft-damp cloth to clean the projection surface; do not use chemical cleaning agents or alcohol.
5. Use clean water when dampening the cleaning cloth and do not rub against the material to clean it.
◆After using the screen, disassemble it and store it in the carrying bag provided.
◆To avoid damage and injury, the screen should only be operated by adults.
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What’s included?

Screen Material (rolled)

Tripod Stand

Carrying bag

Setting up the Tripod Lite Projection Screen
A. Tripod Stand set up
1. Place the tripod stand in an upright position with the legs slightly above the ground.
2. Turn the bottom locking-wing counter-clockwise to extend the tripod legs and set it on the floor.
Turn the locking-wing clockwise to lock the position.
3. Pull out the screen support hooks unit they are fully extended. Once fully extended, the hooks swing
downward 90° to the left and right to form the screen attachment

B. Attaching the Projection Screen Material
4. Unroll the screen material on a clean surface.
Attach the screen using the rope to the Screen Support
Hooks.

Note: The back of the screen has markers to indicate the position of the hanging loops. It is important
to place them there to avoid the screen from tilting.
5. Turn the middle and top locking-wings counter clockwise to raise the extension support bars to the
desired height. Turn the locking-wing clockwise to lock the position.
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C. Outdoor Use
The center upright support is tipped with a spike-

shaped
Drive spike
into
feet ground.
permit

ground cap. In addition, all three tripod support
the use of stakes to ground the legs to any soft soil,
lawn, etc., for added stability and mild wind
conditions.

1.Center Spike
2.Tripod feet

Drive a stake
(not included)
thru the feet

Tripod Screen Material Disassembly
1. Slowly roll-up the screen material until it is fully rolled as shown below.
2. Once rolled, remove the material by detaching the rope from the tripod support hooks.
3. Next, fold the tripod legs and support hooks into position to put away.

For a local Akia Screens contact or Technical Support, please call
1-877-511-1211 ext 253/262 or email to info@akiascreens.com
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